GLOBALNEWS
SEOUL, South Korea — Rhino Sound
added 24 EAW Otto subwoofers to its rental
inventory. The subwoofers join 32 Anya line
arrays purchased earlier.
“We have been using EAW ADAPTive systems for three years,” said Park Sung Won, Rhino’s chief engineer and CEO. “It is an amazing
system. Typically if the angle is wrong you
would need to drop the array, adjust, and refy the system — not with Anya or Otto. If the
system needs an adjustment, I make it in the
Resolution software and the system responds
immediately. The coverage is perfect.”
Otto utilizes two 18-inch Ofset Aperture-loaded woofers paired with on-board
amplifcation, processing and networking,
extending Adaptive Performance to the lowest octaves, whether in omni, cardioid, hyper-cardioid or anywhere in-between — from
a single module. Combined in arrays, Otto

Illuzion Nightclub Brings Vegas-Style
Nightlife to Thai Resort Area

Rhino Sound’s new EAW Otto subs.

ofers a wide array of possibilities in low-frequency pattern control.
“Otto is an incredible addition to our inventory,” Park Sung Won concluded. “It pairs
with Anya perfectly and the Resolution software makes it easy to provide even coverage
in any venue. We are very happy with it.”

URGENCH, Uzbekistan — Although the exact number of concert attendee fatalities was unconfrmed by government sources, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL)
reported at least 15 people were killed and 17 hospitalized when the railing on a bridge
overcrowded with music fans collapsed on Aug. 8.
The narrow bridge in the Youth Lake Park where the concert was held is lined on both
sides by a railing structure. A section of the railing on one side of the bridge reached a
breaking point as more fans tried to get on the bridge, or allegedly were pushed onto it.
The RFE/RL report noted many of the victims were children who stood on the bridge
to hear the concert, which featured singer Navruz Sobirov. It also stated that the director
of Urgench’s Eighth television channel (who organized the concert) is under investigation.

PATONG, Thailand — Patong, the resort town on Phuket (Thailand’s largest island),
is famous for its beaches, bustling nightlife. The newest venue is the Illuzion Nightclub,
which ofers interactive Las Vegas-style shows and a disco with huge balconies circling the
dance foor, three VIP areas and six bars.
The systems needed to provide clarity and high-SPLs, yet had to be compact to avoid
obstructing lighting and video. Italian integrator Skeldon deployed Outline Butterfy line
arrays as the main system and 40 Eidos 15 for the VIP areas, with DBS 18-2 and 10 Eidos
118S subs. The main dance foor system includes ceiling-fown L-R hangs, each with eight
Butterfy line array elements, and eight fown and stacked DBS 18-2 subs deliver low-end
punch. Powering the entire set-up are four Outline T-Nine amplifers and four T-Sevens,
with processing being handled by ten iP24 iMode-driven processors.
One major challenge related to electricity, and stabilizers and power factor correctors
were installed to overcome the town’s AC power supply problems.
“The fnal result was impressive,” said Skeldon engineer Federico Susanna. “We have
created a world-class multipurpose club that exceeded even our expectations! Musicians
and DJs have said it’s the best place to perform in Thailand. Outline was the perfect choice
and a valuable partner with whom I will surely work again.”

Italian integrator Skeldon provided Outline Butterfy line arrays for the dance foor.

6 CH Battery Column Array • 400w Stereo System

S600B
Made in USA

• Four line array drivers, 8” Neo woofer
• 6 CH 400w stereo power (200w L / 200w R)
• Bluetooth® • DSP Effects
• Optional wireless microphone
• 12V Charge & Play Anywhere
• Increase coverage with 3 S648 extensions

CUSTOMER COMMENT
The S600 performed like a pair of studio reference monitors; the bass was tight and full, the highs were clear and
aesthetic, and the midrange was blissfully accurate for a
PA system. I could hear the breath coming through the
sax solo – Kevin Gault

Sonnox Live is a powerful bundle of high quality
plug-ins speciﬁcally for use with Avid Venue and
S3L consoles. It includes the legendary Oxford EQ
and Dynamics plug-ins, the smooth and versatile
Oxford Reverb, TransMod for altering attacks,
Inﬂator for adding presence, and the brand
new SuprEsser DS - possibly the most natural
sounding de-esser on the market!
Sonnox plug-ins have been road tested on the
most demanding of world tours, for the likes of
J-Lo, Peter Gabriel and Massive Attack, and
deliver a pristine and polished performance at
every show!

Plug-In Formats
Sonnox LIVE contains 5 plug-ins that support
both TDM and AAX DSP formats: EQ,
Dynamics, Inﬂator, TransMod, Reverb
A 6th bonus plug-in is included which is AAX
DSP only: SuprEsser DS
Price
Sonnox Live RRP: $949.00
IMPORTANT: Mac licences and Native licences
are not included in this specially priced bundle for
Avid Live consoles.
(Cost of equivalent HD-HDX bundle including
native licences = $1,674.00)
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